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  P  R  E  F  A  C  E   

14 Stock Frequencies: Variations on the & 
Manifold  explores the conceptual and practical 
affordances of a formal operator (expressed at the 
common ampersand “&”) in the context of pastoral 
usages of  tavolette  by  Dominican  confraternities 
in 15th century Renaissance Italy.  

As Feinberg has noted, these instruments were 
principally applied as ‘contemplative aids for the 
condemned’. A tavoletta would be executed as part 
of a larger ritual ceremony '[entailing] extensive 
songs, prayers and consoling dialogue. Many parts of 
this ceremony evolved from much older, even 
ancient rituals conducted for those facing imminent 
death, the gravely ill as well as the criminal or the 
martyr.’1  

The ligature “&” effectuates a process of graphic 
autophagy. I retrofit the ligature with a token “a” to 
produce a phrase “(e)(a)(t)” where the retrofitted 
item precipitates the protocol it helps to name. 
Operationally, the ligature is clarified at the 
phantom retrofitted field upon which the 
tokens (e) and (t) would like to graze. These tokens, 
as the poet Maz Himyari has pointed out to me, 
might prepare placeholders for all manner of 
mixed/nominally opposed referents, and are 
reconciled via an alchemical  coniunctio  or 
centripetal traversal about the retrofitted terrain. 

1 Larry J. Feinberg, “Imagination all compact: tavolette 
and confraternity rituals for the condemned in renaissance 
Italy”, Apollo, volume 161, May 2005, 48-57. 
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In  this  respect, the  &  registers  an attempt to 
formalise the ‘uniting of separated qualities or… 
equalizing of principles’ proper to 
Ripley’s  coniunctio  introduced in “Duodecim 
portarum axiomata philosophica”.2 There is a 
reconciliation of Dominican handicraft & the human 
head for a ‘uniting’ of a little screen & a little soul 
for an ‘equalisation’ of “this” world & its possible 
(and no less concrete) others.    

In some respects, 14 Stock Frequencies arranges a 
companion  piece  for “The Fifth Preparation of 
Antagonism and Exchange” (in  Wung chan e, 
Derbyshire: The Red Ceilings Press,                        
2019), and “Sandbox Presidential Ultra” 
(in  Monologistos,  Seoul: Erotoplasty Editions, 
forthcoming). Some parts of  14 Stock  
Frequencies  have previously appeared in the 
journals Erotoplasty (vol. 3, ed. Colin Lee Marshall, 
December 2018), and  Blackbox Manifold (vol. 21, 
eds. Alex Houen and Adam Piette, January 2019). 
Thanks to the editors of these.   

Thanks also to Maz for shedding light upon some of 
the unforeseen frequencies at issue, and to Joe 
Hazell, out of whose own researches these tavolette 
emerged and to whom they are returned in 
dedication.    

 

Brighton, October 2021.  

 
2 George Ripley, “‘Duodecim portarum axiomata 
philosophica”, Theatrum Chemicum, Vol. II, (Oberursel: 
Lazarus Zetzner, 1602), 128. 
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N  O  T  E  S 

& MANIFOLD  

arranged here insofar as an adoption of shape, a 
transmission. The tavolette-instrument has been 
considered as an actualised hardware in relation to 
its body or object through which: the & variously 
played out. A mixture formalised before the &. Held 
the pieces fully. The manifold conducting material 
out of their suite, that it would be disclosed of. Their 
tangible (concatenative) event. For concerning the 
site of their particular negotiation. In other words, 
the site has been primed upon this understanding, 
and the instruments are rested against it. The 
fundamental schema is known as the progressive (a) 
about which the ligature is-to-manifold. Specifically: 
preparing a surface, a stratum for pleating their 
sense. Abbreviated: to (e)(a)(t).  

VARIATIONS OUT OF 

to the effect OF TECHNOCEPHALY and OF 
BELONGING and OF PUNCTURE and OF THE 
INFINITIVE tetrad. Describing discrete modes of 
interface. The little zonal taxa to stake, admit. 
Opening the & up for their in vivo spilling. Zoning 
stock or tierstock from which the organ could be 
properly named. Locally: the stipulation of manners 
in contact. Such that their instrument can be known 
or given out to measure. The thresholds governing 
capture and disclosing (or refusing) possible 
slippages.  

THEIR INSTRUMENTS SHOWN 14 OF: “x“ 

because the tavolette is lent capture now. Please let 
the tavolette showing local designator or of source 
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(about their initial entry point). For instance a 
conditional space for (i.e., facilitating) this item 
should be attached. The motif is extrapolated 
according their prior commitment: those 
TECHNOCEPHALIC, those expressions BELONGING, 
those… Let the tavoletta attribute: anatomically, 
utensile array, degrees of porousness, operative 
functionality etc., before their host domain. It is 
certain that statements are being specified for the 
purpose of accretion, and that they are measured in 
the usual way.  

A CRITERA FOR THE ATTACHMENT VALUE: x-(x)  

where is secured operation, service, extension (out) 
of proximal item (more often preceding of it). 
Immediately attaching a unit, fast, quick, etc. 
Equally, consolidating the proximal item: quantifying 
of delivery, reception, response i.a, 

CONFIGURATION EMERGENT OF: (x)-e PROCESSING 

or installing extensional capacities about the item-
at-hand. Prosthetic arrangement secured about 
phonemic crux: some inflection. That would bear 
witness to where required. For situating mutation on 
the respective enclave, nesting massive symptom. 

THEIR OFTEN GRAFT STYLED: [x] 

and many incidence showing artefacts of tier. 
Because the nest is known to be responsive, outliers 
notionally installed. Assuming ghost modifier there. 
Such as pedunculated article (as concerned both of 
the small body and the little sacrifice) here. The 
exchange is a quiet procedure although it is not 
without disclosing their wider blood. Please let the 
article to resuscitate where it is required.   
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1  /  O F  T E C H N O C E P H A L Y  

1.1. Brute instruments of [to] care. Their object has 
been treated [softened] [thickly] that it would feed 
openly or receiving gryke whereupon built shelling. 

1.2. A shelling is resolved of an armature committing 
their mode [stance]. A shelling is iced blind white [to 
bluish] and given out to swab and also their water is 
declined in moments. 

1.3. Methods of capture are known out of good 
invitation. In this case, an instrument is present 
toward: panting meat, an advice of meat, its slow 
fixture [turning] up on hooks. 

1.4. The meat is shaved, presenting blunt stoppages. 
A surface is grown one, easy, blush, inflation, new 
harm. That the instrument are grown one to it with 
iced dictation also involved. They issue gridconstant 
for fitting the belly with more stones. 

1.5. An instrument organises a triage of the potted 
item, whence the item has been delivered against. Of 
course the head is truncated. And the limbs are 
grounded to showing many flowers [fresh produce]. 

1.6. The screen is a fever of baldwater, cud, thresh, 
and wrench associates (through which are damp 
[mute] shone). The screen is licking itself to itself. 
Elsewhere: the screen is licking [grooming] 
[breathing] awhile the tongue [genioglossus]. 
Granuloma are presented steady couplets [clumping] 
and (w)rung clot(h) & song, ultimately farming the 
more big eaters. 
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2  /  O F  B E L O N G I N G 

2.1. To the encounter forcing plant they were 
conducted [clubbed] freely or even [split field] 
[chryselephantine]. The & to swaddle their 
christopher [neatborne] across: presenting: partial 
cuts, their object: partial cuts. 

2.2. Where purely a swollen, a welter twinning good 
contact xscuttle [xunborne] [xexchanging inside]: the 
& to [they were conducted] [fundamentally with 
skin]. 

2.3. And adapt under [before] their donation (&) 
toward a grave basic xswerve characteristic which is 
produced [is their claim]. Elsewhere: the encounter 
is a transference [lowering] of minutes and remotely 
secured lowering and huddle shored out fully. 

2.4. And activate smoothing because: their object 
fatten at least purely the instrument. The instrument 
are often intending the weal for their list [stalk] 
xgrowne [fringe]. Their object has been known to 
perform access privileges about extension 
[particularly capture]. 

2.5. But that it would not stay because how many are 
kept on [on ice] absolutely. Even: the encounter is 
shown to & xlet [thrown out its weight]. Keener the 
loaves thrown that are presently soaked effectively 
[executing very well]. Disjecta have close beam 
nested clean clean fire or clean killing through which 
small passages of depth. 

2.6. Here is a stump of instrument or assuming scalp 
to meal (upon). 
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3  /  O F  P U N C T U R E 

3.1. Effectively bruising [folding breath [gloat]] in 
terms of will the birds come and will they finally 
drink. Issuing the spine also for making their injury 
please. The equipment is still cut [bodied] some more 
long hours yet. 

3.2. Intension is sealing [clarified] xwhite scaffold 
[tangle] displaying x2 degrees xhealth. Who violence 
to barbing & outseal packets xbreak who drinking 
constant auspicious xswelte. 

3.3. The innards restore with detailing fresh fillet 
now. They are seen of bury [planting] primeloaf 
[carton] & farther skinning now. Elsewhere: an 
inscription is made. 

3.4. And shede [welt] montage throughout lice shunt 
[trained [training] their lice]: browsing: seated stiff 
angel. Saint fodder worn teeth-back or -saddle and 
zeroed quick over- and tier-silver of the same niche. 
Amputate in goldcapping xcraze [pyrolysis]. 
Pronounce clean delivery from: they are fo(u)nd to 
have become immortal. 

3.5. For instance a destiny of the object: g(l)utting. 
Beneath which local [conditional] (i.e. insofar as the 
certain domains are given stable about the origin) nth 

sequencing is kept, stood. 

3.6. Because: sublimating the frequency of their maul 
[wrench/wrench] has delivered from the object: 
coping where previously their mixtures and heap 
xbundle. The (human) body can be considered as 
establishing a small console. 
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4  /  O F  T H E  I N F I N I T I V E 

4.1. Non-specular pinning xaseitous notch (having 
lost an earthe). Landing deeply on which circulation 
[membra] are since own lure. Overdeveloped referral 
that is impact carve or jet softwire there [membra]. 
The instrument has been known to organise an 
alienation out of its chant [cascade], such as 
specified limbs, an extension of speculative imagery, 
and growing (initially) discrete parcels of light. 

4.2. The instrument has been haunting its creode in 
short manner xgully- [xinch-] founde. Supply every 
fullbird [clamour] this one. They xteam warring but 
softe. Each intermediate eat intermediate bracket of 
sworn worm. 

4.3. Pathway any item of strict kilne, lately very new 
meat. The organicity of the instrument has previously 
been ensured about laps xmuscle to brushing fulle 
carry. 

4.4. Strictly: rotation blood of seamsong. The loaf is 
certainly tenderer fatal [stilled], for instance where 
a stalk is attached. 

4.5. Care is taken here (such as the local provision of 
perforated materials for reinforcing the channel & 
allowing it to breath). 

4.6. Who planet fast tile [field] xairshock. Planet 
xblessings every morning clote [clog] [the item 
morning]. Their blind cant about craft & young taper. 
The insistence of vinegar is required xgood helpings 
insofar as xgood regulation of tide. 
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I.IV/1/TECH: “AMBULANT” 

Said sympathetic hooks very againe younger along: 
the braining or garbled [slack] laces: fract [spoil] 
watery: feed: the rapid plank [trunk] barely 
dispossess. 

This object1 is very gloriously blunt to showing: a 
decent tub of limbs and: genuine hairless surfaces 
and: taken in blue abandons and: taking quieter 
blood. 

Source lithe client at drone season [sacred lung] of 
the tender ward about knotting: a guidant wax storm 
arcade flight with convenient passion for long service 
bulbs. 

This object2 is skillful and playful to showing: a 
convincing portable functionality and: their bright 
mouth and: an incorruptable [unweighted] bracelet 
and: gorgeous [agreeable] capillaries known across its 
back. 

Elsewhere: an object2 is eating about its own 
tremendous appetite for precision, harvest, acute 
kinship, and primary colours, such that: its 
architecture is maintained [willingly] forwards 
[worked into a beak]. 

Then they got big with: you are impressive and: 
plenty and: the morning and: glident and: the lake 
and: the flame: we do oil the leather consistently for 
suffering: live food [cold mechanism] [a sail held in 
the left hand]. 

Comb of stitche cool grave alert with various sparse 
bait: appal personal blue damages: you do not 
amortise little object2. 
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I.IV/4/INFN: “APOTROPAIC” 

A shy force godward their live emanation crave 
assistance or pieces xconcord [drowsing the niche]. 

Fossil: stringwharf: acute burst impart the banality of 
shiver: liquid stenosis eye loomturn or fasting oute 
[interventions bank] deep [bunching] shade. 

Notably, the siglum has known its glug thinly crease 
underboards, a manipulation we have learnt to call 
by the given name tensura, by virtue of the 
processual, and specifically withheld, nest: calm 
glass & white ictus. 

But that no frame keeping, troubled any capshut, a 
mania of purge and fin, an amplitude insisting its own 
qualification through which a charge [warp] is 
justified, hurtled, and received. 

Previously their symptom has been shown to quilt the 
personalised body, to slur the auspex, and to remodel 
the scuttle-, fuck-, and song-behaviours of choice 
quadrupeds and birds. 

But the eyeheld also good lure artefact about issued 
thread to wield: excessive licking procedure: 
silvering: a graft stun with basic recourse to milk or 
similar coolant. 

Such that donation is an externalised expression of 
the interior repulsion of the fundamentally 
aggressive device. 

Their commitment should not be confused with: 
xvaultthrown chant, xsignalling across human 
surfaces, xbundled and swallowed, xvisiting aircraft, 
or xthugging the spectrum of fur. 
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I.III/2/BLNG: “BABYTALK” 

Packed alation [tiny blue meal] of: fleshstudent given 
much out for curle overknown glubglub [crab] wean 
deploye. 

Deepener starch crank unilateral syrup: closebabe: 
melch patina brook: tapping food slide, ertia moor 
and tip after spittal. 

Tooling back then soure thrombus to: all out marke 
of: tranqe pression only you occur. 

Sinus export just: onset beyond graphy feede resort 
than brakes: twisted feet: a tuber appears with 
generous ochre suddenly. 

Unrest bladed drinking song of: boile: scalped and 
individual claw custom which: inheritance is of 
capping primer yet so you soone carry the lobe over 
freeze and deep: substance glint thin out. 

Your arms are technically made amongst the 
following: nominal breathworks, blind sucking, fairly 
convincing public movements. 

If none of these identifications are correct, we know 
practically nothing about the materials of 
transference, i.e.: please apply some more pressure. 

Because: whose kindness is a fridge of: vanity, 
liquefaction, and kidding, and whose new alium 
temper [devoting] the wrist. 

Because: I’ll damage you as you might cub: this 
abaleitous syndrome finance hull [steady glunch] 
[allude paradise]: a very brave launch farther unction 
dead slow. 
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I.III/3/PUNCT: “BIRTHMEAL” 

The exegete will hurry their tusk with both hands 
because it is pleasing, a product of the contraction: 
not · that · one · santiago · first · I · must · eat. 

The fuselage is thread [priming] xstring [xwire] about 
the usual entry points that the appropriate 
calculations be made, also: a solution for conducting 
grasses [surveillance] and: for persuading the black 
water and: for developing the nearest air. 

Stacks of bricks and galvanised sheeting have 
arranged a dolmen where beneath: their stipulation 
of extended sessions xdeep fold [xfast modelling] 
[xblue reflex], and upon: santiago is washed 
thoroughly, and beyond: several animals are routinely 
inflated. 

Doping their tendency toward smother [dropsy] 
[refrain]: bloat evenly out: keel wet breakfast: laid 
easy loam: loaf shy tomorrow: swallow mute flowers. 

To welter smile many fresh traps inviting some slow 
escalation: a belly was emptied out of bluefear and a: 
strong neck forcing their total exchange because: the 
heap pisses itself to sleep. 

The screen should be prepared in such a way that it 
will not relax before our condition: santiago will 
perform variations on a recognisable speaking mouth 
but we would like to see how he manages it. 

Graze with close sway little one haven’t you 
overrepeating stumpburst from blind followe: the 
constant field vignette & gorgeous tank drawn well 
[esteemed] xlotion. 
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II.III/3/PUNCT: “CEREMONIES” 

For loot vaste this one shone claim: sympathetics 
their professional addle [scoop] amount: grouper vie 
varnishe fits. 

Trouble high[pure]germ out passionate knuckles: an 
urgent ceramic shrube [barter] [ensure] ingot of peal 
in universal currencies. 

All that muscle haloes loving within: the glass: do 
elicit enough successful meat returning: for a lawn 
dish phrasing bites [casing the mouth] evener 
[flawlessly]: response: the screen really usher harm -
invites & -glows. 

An embouchure skilled from their next base 
concentrate: playback [that they resemble faithfully] 
central drips (flue] to each morning stone: 
corrections again newly cold sweats: plastic brim 
[indulge] and weighte creeper. 

Eternal mummifiers alleviate haster bowls of: special 
adaptation: thankful vegetate grin sober [rawing] 
exalt. 

A modest homing conduct stiff kicks [hearty bean] 
surrounder: their autopsy directive of keening jaw 
that grief slick. 

Elicit the organ for gladdening wax: better seize 
domestic [tamer] fleshes most: spilling: yes the 
headband or the calf teased. 

Refreshment is also an adulteration the relief is 
shown to: skulling briefly temple claimant & broader 
skulle of issue: that are loosecap [animate] a wary 
cell. 
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II.IV/4/INFN: “CIRCUIT III” 

Indicate [Letting] my goodhours [stade] xscalping 
such as a: signature [mobile] [leash]. 

Who poureth out [out thickly] libations outer cutter 
each his again perfecte choice. 

Such as a: tortoise amongst levele beame: thutmose 
iii articulate: his face went [slipping] off even they 
held hands there1.0: hathor, montu-ra gave to be: 
agent: there1.1 and: there1.3. 

Slightly torch newscate xwobble appliant threadmill 
echoer: it faced: score xwakelet then you do bar not 
one. 

The electricity is xvery very sweet custome they have
 no doubt or climbe devote through considerable 
brace of open. 

Opening up soon hallowbabe by falcontop proof: 
curve grate inside: it has been including a series 
xwhite neckdrip a range greatly pap proud away 
successor. 

Drag mummy hat’s float: they are travelling at what 
quiet speed exactly returning their planet or stalking 
new shock. 

Longman showe little straight [narrow]: bulb their 
footing [footwears]: has later very down: criteria 
gasp plenty of pigeoning along. 

Not least fresh limbing remote is taken drink to 
dampe, inoculate: deciding meat unto them there: 
spreed insistence of: a tenderer: much sickly forth 
reverse. 
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 II.III/2/BLNG: “FIELDER” 

Out sprung were bluecampus: junior [modern] 
scaffolding urn [holdly] complete showerer I believe: 
an enclave of entire charm most: bonitas, essentia, 
vita, veritas that: clod issues, describing: basic 
antishock of: budded wood. 

The screen is: truncated highlands and easily: bitter 
at the wings (of: their express program 
[whitepromise] [actual turn]). 
 
An outfroze reserve washmeat, coste: obliging: the 
low orbic more dumbe: limb, then: an hours xheld 
oblique carvery and it is: against [and: chane] the fire 
to: chain. 

The screen is: forge shown acute [marginal] [brown 
paper bag] farming arch of climate [then times were 
unleavened]: a really deep magician [a taxidermist]: 
packs it in with: emphasising skirts of our ghost 
[xgoodbluish] [xbluestablish] [xdoseribband] [xale] 
[you: xsaith] [xgrey on efen] [xgrey anent] [you: very 
farther sprig]. 

The equipment give prime [priming] x[in]spring such 
that: I have strengthened for thee thy throat [they 
make a fairway for thee] [I protecte thee before 
(their) partial osiris] [I give thee thy head forever 
back] [behold water!]: allow there all(ot)e xongoings 
[xstanding incident] [lovers] [wishlist] [close friends]. 

A consequent: xhard inclusive fleshly [xhard inclusive 
captors] blink: xblank pale dim mute pale mute
 shallow sequencing (such as their: 77 arrangements): 
evacuate their known turf xpile plexus [xlex oute 
whole] to: have been dwelt. 
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II.IV/1/TECH: “HUT IN BLUE” 

That has anthologised [troubling] into material 
graftwares: rinse internal stoler beforehand. 

Eye gridence went especially lug to xdeepe scuttle of: 
their flasking also stride: would you still more the 
syndicate [bank] to swarme [baske] in effect their: 
quip largely. 

A switching-creature has displayed unpleasant traffic: 
blade surge logforth [holdly] [the carton spent 
caryatid since then} they draw: hoist [midden] near 
staye technologies. 

Dispense jetroot [blesskind] slept: teethe [catarrh] 
[feud] of gridknot: breathing the terminal [chthonix 
air squeak [platform knave [comb]]] [a pulse glare 
cab [swift agent]]. 

Houser widely grub credit: the foam is stark to eyeing 
partial sinks, firming arch and site now: essential 
glass redux far: tenderly won thrall: only clottish 
hangar. 

Floate [Radiate] prefabrics [spines]: such a modular 
worship of stream [tendencies blued out] leach: a 
moon pious [ripe] [uncut]. 

That was a node opening onto bunker: their fact is a 
culture of heavy gradeparts for the execution 
[harvest] [infliction] of: an actual appliance from 
with institutional food. 

Who is such bloodymind able: flask [Who is such: 
archivist]: a theatre fits formal water soon: pipes 
referring much obsession to have craft must lift 
dimension now sober: stall. 
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III.IV/1/TECH: “MUMMYBABY” 

Because the chant grown in capture went: rack clear 
version [godly smooth chop ups] by slice pallet of 
truly close weather: venerate lymph sending in some 
ordinary fingernails: tape the confessions of wetware 
via focused clay. 

Screen curates [Obliging] stumper knote brackish lets 
an earth of keep spillstack: flexion: bitter: fluid 
conduct. 

An advanced burial implies her profound skeletal 
abuse: increasingly facial blather [a volatile barlock 
laid strike]: smother directives only accelerate the 
prattle of stones. 

Heap surgery of kind drives and generous processing: 
they nominate goldswell of constructed meat 
opportunities [toward a dignity of meat [of the 
meat’s quiet portals]] bodied: yet to arched by whose 
own kit. 

This immersion should be considered as responding to 
seductive & aposematic sequencing upon the device, 
whose demonstrations meal: great unease and 
pregnant cascade for gushing the hood. 

Their children prepared a mute venue [their angels 
trounced cartilage and vertebrae happily] [their 
water strode whitethick blain] [their moon harnessed 
landform alliances however christ hanged tenderly] 
[their foxes opened the giddy [sweet] organ onto 
planting christ] [their morning pigeon spoke salt in 
mild threads] [their industrial father suffocated a shy 
pharaoh] [their industrial mother gorged dumb 
grasses by day, and by night she picked her teeth]. 
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III.III/2/BLNG: “PALEBLOCKS” 

Souled ink propagate technical ravel thereto fracture 
thereto: slit clean marshhead for supple plucks. 

Zone shine or to valve: block localities clung poise: 
blunt [trapping] [sleeping] their pregnant gland: I 
want you no longer to occur [I have made a decision 
to modify you in this way] [I want to make you sweat 
[hesitate]]. 

Please receptors that supple loops of voiced & thirst 
toward promised wound: tomorrow a blade would 
belly soft membrane than throttle: this object2 

[charged grouper]. 

That that eternal livid cling [catalogue] [blue array] 
spar bones of snag. 

Such as: make thou for me my cocaine mouth that I 
may slurp with it, kusstafeln [such as: make thou for 
me my potted heart that I may eat with it, 
kusstafeln]: many deep panels rush breathsuite and 
nearby hymnal. 

Our poor deixis stamp therapies of genuine passage of 
keen lozenge before a gentle forceps [the 
encouraging machine]: their meats and waters 
capitalise then offing [treate] warm blue delegates 
[licensed heat functionalities] [then gouge lunghouse 
remainder]. 

Stretchings platform serial pax from ecstasies in 
divine shape: whoever eats me is fed into higher 
gratitude: sheet cautery amp discrete blockform of 
negative fact: loyal tissues bathed twice amongst 
your food. 
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IV.IV/1/TECH: “SUPPLICATE” 

Who is delivering syntax of flesh: an ecstasy of 
working obsidian for between ten and fifteen 
minutes, staying: musculature. 

To drawn them into: aggression, dilation, 
enlargement, kenosis, nested, obsolescence, ochre, 
reconciliation, rectification, restoration, revelation, 
saturation, shallowe, stretchings, suspension, and so 
on. 

For instance: fleshcraft has always: a dependence on 
the orderliness of its resource (as a kind of 
downpayment) & insured of it. 

The screen, for its part, will construct: an oar using 
only a heart and a windpipe: the heavy earth, for its 
part, will display: the formal qualities of coping 
[repeatedly holding out]. 

The artefact beats cold arc into their stone 
[wetware]: reduce very xsupple fealty who, once 
positioned upon the appropriate shelf, murders its 
own tail. 

Here execute specular occupation about fetters of a 
young cubit; here execute thresh of clarified block: 
their maul confronte [one to] fatal trapskill of the 
divine throat [purse]. 

Because an astral body xspur and xsteep architecture 
of clench. 

Because the astral body has been rendered a 
contractile organ as a matter of its restful detail, 
such that extensional (and sensible) properties are 
effectively lifted out of the standard described. 
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III.IV/4/INFN: “SWEEPING” 

Their: 34 small seconds possible: very perfect of high 
outlet (that is, xno silencer and xno affective 
handling: upon [amongst] there). 

Effective: very pure xfidelity their receptor, and 
ultimately: xhygienic pathway for: saying well (from 
[waying]) their: cylinder head. 

Of course their mode of acquisition are: intheirself 
[insofar as feelers are known] to basic skeletal 
embrace, and xouter: synthesise: emergency & 
pipewool. 

The tendency of the neutral body is established 
amongst rephrasing various modalities of resistance 
and the commitment of mutegrey, such that: their 
physique is clarified. 

This conversion has been to scarify remote levelling 
[stiff cosmoi] out of their banal token [banal credit] 
[banal corpse]: histatin disturb: preliminary warm 
tissues also: deep actual closure. 

Because: restoration is an incident of caul & sung 
machineries, elsewhere: a stone virus conduct rich 
aliquot of valuing escape. 

Shown out intervals xcute slippage [variable xscreen 
fault]: an obsession of browse & plate reductions of 
marginal loan. 

The sample is demonstrated before serial ambient 
combinations ex tripudiis: were industrial stringing 
given equal receipt: level one neat undergo: through 
which a technical and fluent dispute: worn like 
revival. 
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III.III/3/PUNCT: “TRANSPLANT” 

Splicemeal going on some narrow slip or involuntary 
bodies restore: climatic pulse of sociality on the field. 

The practice of opening up the thorax requires much 
less effort if the prominent knots of the (non-
absorbable) suture are teased prior to any intrusive 
sternal procedure. 

Effectively the token is: shatter xair [a reduced 
lensfact at the instance of its historic ejection or 
seisure] also component: lensware of: forty days the 
conveniently neutralised packet. 

Consequently, the occupation of the resuscitated 
item can be seen to reflect the sequences of 
fulfilment displayed by (and crucially, between) local 
properties, particularly as applying to: planar 
syntheses, and the precipitation and occultation of 
coloure. f 

Moments are most successfully obtained out of the 
divine object in the employment of a clarified 
conversion apparatus for triggering specialised 
binding and distention mechanisms (and for 
encouraging textural ulceration), since they are 
usually able to prevent the entire subsidence of the 
target cell. 

It is important that the correct measures are taken to 
ensure that the evacuation is secured as immediately 
as is possible after the divine object is initially 
engaged because: this is known to help maintain the 
definition of the token (which in turn decreases the 
likelihood of its refusal on the host domain). 
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IV.IV/4/INFN: “VET RADIO” 

Enfolk pulser godding in thrashe as to screens: 
ordinary murmur enough groundswell. 

Those certain jump canticles [outcreaturely]: stice 
over bunk landing full [definite] breather, a personal 
rinse dedicate heart foray just xlicks float [what 
spiritualised]. 

A porte guile a: fatting a: sheer corpsey, in: godded 
[each ought into], gulle: such: purchase & lure 
gradients tap headband [a major arrest]. 

What induction prepares that is truly glad [The 
appetite of the godhead details an utter strain] [My 
increment hallucinates some new excelsior] [A 
mechanism is feeling cold] [Come forth of the great 
company] [Room unto myself little datum] [I will 
throw horizons of you yet] [I know you and I know 
your name and I know the names of the objects that 
comfort you]. 

Who stump blue visions to occasion very blue crash 
[very blue flowers]: round [gut] [freeze] from wild 
(that is to say, undifferentiated) solum: our covenant 
has: instant prehension & filtered speech: a 
circulation of pulp variables indicate a simple censure 
of their own loving tongue. 

An interlanguage is torrified such blind capsule of 
pure slide [divining the clench]: nice ribs & drown out 
louse. 

Terminal surfacing of concretion precept: let us ready 
goddown toward thinning cashe [heallock] the: 
quickened celle bade I centring to ever blindwire: 
once. 










